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Eliminate the Downtime Associated With Backup
and Recovery
S O L U T I O N P R O F IL E
Oracle databases form the foundation for many mission-critical applications, such as corporate
financial and analytics systems that keep the business operating. Traditionally, the valuable
datasets within Oracle environments are protected using Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN)
backups to stream data and logs to a backup target, such as tape. With the growth in data, this
model is becoming strained. The amount of time needed to complete backups and recoveries is
not allowing business requirements to be met.
Administrators are under pressure to shrink backup windows due to the performance impact
that backup has on the business. However, the amount of data to protect is constantly growing,
so something must give. Traditional backup processes can take hours to complete, and
are therefore usually performed once per day. As a result, as much as 24 hours of new database
records may be at risk of loss in the event of a failure of any type.

The Time Needed To Protect and
Recover Data Must Shrink
Increasing the frequency of backups, defined by your recovery point objective (RPO), is not possible with the
traditional backup model. A different, more modern approach is needed.
The time to recover, or recovery time objective (RTO), is also under pressure. The traditional method of
restoration takes hours in a small environment. For databases larger than a few terabytes, a tape restore can
take days. The costs of this downtime can be catastrophic.

Hitachi Ops Center Protector provides automated, end-to-end copy data management of Oracle Databases to enable
fast, effective operational recovery, business continuity, disaster recovery and data repurposing.

Meet Aggressive Business Service Level Objectives With a Modern Solution From Hitachi Vantara
To address these problems, organizations are increasingly turning to storage-based snapshots and
replication. Hitachi Ops Center Protector orchestrates and automates application-consistent storagebased snapshot, clone, clustering and remote replication for the Oracle Database environment using an
intuitive, comprehensive and efficient user interface. Create service-level-driven policies with Protector,
based on RPO and retention requirements. Also, use Protector to orchestrate concurrent local and remote
snapshots.
Hitachi’s global-active device feature enables continuous business operations between two or three
data centers, ensuring critical databases, datasets and applications are always available. In the event of
an unplanned outage at one location, the Hitachi storage systems at the second site automatically take
control to continue operations. Global-active device operations can be fully orchestrated from within Ops
Center Protector policy-based data flows.
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Increase Application Availability,
Mitigate Risks and Reduce Costs
Eliminate the Need for Backup Windows
Even when using RMAN’s hot backup mode, it can
take many hours to complete the backup of a large
database. This “backup window” defines the bestcase RPO. By shortening, or eliminating, the backup
window you can perform backups more frequently.

Include Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery
A local backup does not offer complete protection.
Maintaining a current copy of data off-site, outside
of any potential disaster zone, is a widely accepted
best practice. But you don’t need to buy and
manage a separate point solution.

Complete backups in a few minutes, even for
very large Oracle databases, with no application
impact.

Remote replication can easily be added to
the operational recovery dataflow, simplifying
administration and ensuring availability.
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Storage-based snapshots create fast, frequent
backups for near-instant operational recovery.
Local and remote clones can be used to support
secondary uses of your databases.
High-performance remote replication supports high
availability, business continuity and disaster recovery.
Automation and orchestration make it easy to tie all
these capabilities into a single policy-based dataflow.

Reduce Recovery Point Objectives by 95%
By taking an application-consistent snapshot of
critical Oracle databases once per hour rather
than relying on a once-per-day backup, you will
have 95.8% less risk of new data loss. Creating
a storage-assisted snapshot does not impact
application performance or availability.

Get More From Your Data With Nondisruptive Data
Reuse
Backup data usually sits dormant, adding value
only when a recovery is required. With Ops Center
Protector, it is easy to automate the creation, refresh
and expiration of physical and virtual copies for
secondary uses, such as DevOps and legal discovery.

Maximize application availability and
recoverability. Meet strict RPOs with full
automation and orchestration.

Support secondary functions with up-to-date
data without burdening the production systems
or their administrators.

Perform Operational Recovery in Minutes Instead
of Days
Restoring a full database can be a long, manual,
risky process. It can take days when copying
the data from tape. With the Hitachi solution, a
snapshot can be reverted or mounted to make it
fully available within a few minutes.

Reduce the Costs of Storage and Administration
As data continues to grow, the costs of effective
backup and disaster recovery naturally grow as
well. Hitachi’s modern data protection solution for
Oracle reduces storage costs with space-efficient,
incremental-forever snapshots, and dramatically
reduces administration time.

Avoid the costs of extended unplanned
downtime with a simple, easy-to-perform
restore and recovery operation.

It is possible to significantly reduce the massive,
recurring costs of creating, storing and recovering
backup data.
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Offer Oracle Database Protection as a Service
Hitachi Ops Center Protector includes everything
needed to add data protection, disaster recovery
and copy data management to a service provider’s
offerings. Its features include a robust application
programming interface (API), granular role-based
access controls, and multitenancy access for data
and resources.
If you provide private or public cloud services,
easily integrate Protector’s automation and
orchestration of Oracle Database protection.
Combine Short-Term Recovery With Long-term
Retention
Ops Center Protector also automates streaming
backup of Oracle databases, using native RMAN
functionality. The target for these long-term backup
copies can be heterogeneous storage, private
cloud object storage (Hitachi Content Platform) or
public cloud (Amazon Simple Storage Service).
Frequent snapshots and periodic backups can
be part of the same policy-based workflow.

48%
of IT professionals have gained,
or expect to gain, greater business
efficiency and/or agility as a result of
their data reuse efforts.
Source: ESG Research Report, The Evolution from Data
Backup to Data Intelligence

Let Hitachi Vantara Manage It All for You
Data Protection as a Service (DPaaS) from Hitachi
Vantara, in conjunction with our Storage as a
Service (STaaS) will completely manage your
data protection and recovery operations, with
service levels tailored to meet your needs, with an
affordable monthly subscription.
Data protection operations can be costly,
complex and time consuming. We can eliminate
these headaches.
Get It Right the First Time With Hitachi Services
The Hitachi Vantara Global Services organization
can assess your current situation and work with
you. We’ll help you plan, design and implement
a solution configuration that meets your business
requirements today and is flexible enough to meet
the demands of the future .
We have helped thousands of organizations
maximize the value and rock-solid reliability that
is built into Hitachi solutions.
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Let Hitachi Help
You Modernize the
Protection of Oracle
Databases
Certain applications require zero downtime and
zero data loss to meet business objectives and
regulatory requirements. These applications, which
are often run in Oracle Database environments,
demand the levels of protection that storage-based
snapshots and remote replication provide.
Hitachi Ops Center Protector automates and
orchestrates application-consistent, storage-based
snapshots and clones for Oracle 11g, 12c, 18c and
19c, hosted on Oracle Enterprise Linux, RedHat
Enterprise Linux and SUSE Linux. Protector also
enables point-in-time recovery as well as recovery to
a transaction number.
The Oracle databases to be protected may include
Real Application Clusters (RAC), Automatic Storage
Management (ASM) multicontainer databases, and
flexASM.
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Next Steps
Modern replication and automation technologies can ensure that the availability of critical Oracle databases meets
business service level requirements, now and in the future. Hitachi Vantara stands ready to show you how to
deploy the right technologies, at the right price, to maximize data availability, dramatically improve recoverability,
make greater use of copy data, and minimize costs.
Modern replication and management capabilities are equally needed by small and mediumsized enterprises. Download the solution profile.
Learn more about snapshot and replication orchestration from our Modern Data Protection and
Copy Data Management overview brochure.
Learn how Hitachi’s modern data protection solutions eliminate the downtime associated with
backup and recovery and what that downtime costs

Visit the Hitachi Vantara data protection website to learn about all the
modern approaches available to protect Oracle databases and other
application and filesystem environments.

We Are Hitachi Vantara
We guide our customers from what’s now to what’s next by solving their digital challenges. Working alongside each customer,
we apply our unmatched industrial and digital capabilities to their data and applications to benefit both business and society.
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